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USE OF THE TABLES OF THEEQUATION
OF TIME.
Page ii . and m.

PROBLEM

I.

To convert apparent time into mean time , and the contrary.

S INCE

’s
Sun

i \ 6"
forward
butdoesgoesnot
point of the ecliptic,
in the fame
fixed
remain
apogee
place of the
the
every year, and confequently about a degree in 55 years, the
fame equation of time will not ferve accurately for many years continuance . To remedy this defect, we have here given two tables,
one adapted to the i6th year of this Century, at which time the
Sun’s apogee was in 8° s , the other to the year 1771 , when the
the equation of time may
$.
apogee will have got into 90 Whence
be readily found by proportion ; and that with sufficient accuracy,
not only for any intermediate year, but also for thofe preceding and
following,
Bb

[
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sollowing , provided they are not distant srom thefe above 60 or
100 years. The use of tables of this kind is so familiär to astronomers, that it feems unnecessary to enter into any further explanation
of these ; we fhall therefore only remark , that the tities of the equation or algebraic signs standing over them are what are to be uled
for turning apparent into mean time ; but the contrary are to be
used for turning mean into apparent time.
E x A M P L E.
In the year 1756 , April 30, 23 " . 20 ' . 28 ", apparent time, the
Sun’s place was obferved i s . ii ° . 25' . 8",6 ; the equation of time
and the mean time are required.
With the given place of the Sun , the equation of time anfwering to
the year 1716 is had from page 11. — — 3^ 18" ; and from page iri.
anfwering to the year 1771 = — 3' . 12" ; and confequently to the
given year it will be — — 3' . 14/' 5 and therefore the mean time
is 23- . 17' . 14".
Scholium

I.
M

But if the equation of time be required either more accurately
or for a time above 100 years distant from the limits of the
tables, the mean longitude of the Sun must be found reckoned from
the true equinox , and his true right afcension by Prob . III . and VII.
which foliow hereafter , and the difference bet ween the two is to be
converted into time of the primum mobile. And if the right afcenfion is greater than the mean longitude , the equation so found is ad¬
ditive to apparent time , otherwife fubstractive.
SCHOUUM

II.

I fay that the true equation of time is to be found by converting
the difference above- mentioned into time of the primum mobile, and

pot

[ 99 3
not into mean solar time . For though the learned De La Caille prescnbcs the latter method in his Solar Tables , yet it is easy to demon¬
strate tha: the former method is the true one.

USE

OF

THE

CATALOGUE

OF PLACES.

Page iv.

PROBLEM

II.

To convert the time of the given place into the time os
the meridian of the tables , or the contrary.

T

Here

is

given

ina catalogue
,p.iv.
feiest

the

disterence

in

time

of the meridians of 60 famous places from the meridian of the
tables, marked with the sign + or —, the sirst of which denotes the
place to be west of Greenwich , and the latter fhews it to be east of
the fame. These signs are to be ufed if the time of the given place is
to be reduced into Greenwich time ; but the contrary if Greenwich
time is to be reduced into time of the given place.
Example.

Lpt the time at Gottingen be given 6h. <?'. 38" the time that anfwersto it under the meridian of Greenwich is required ?
'/

Since the disterence in time of the meridians of Got - v
39 - 3Z
tingen and Greenwich , by catalogue , p . iv. is . . . . y
Subtract it, on account of the sign — , from the given 1
9 • 38'
time
.
.
.
.
.y
The remainder is the Greenwich time required . . . 5 30 . 6
8 C H O L I .UMä

L
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ScholiumI.
I deduced the dlfferences ascribed to the eitles of France and the
Netherlands from the geometrical measure of the French mathematicians , making allowance at the fame time for the fpheroidical iigure
t of the earth . The situation of the cities in Germany and forne others
I fettled vvith particular care from eclipses of the Sun and occultations
of fixed fxars by the moon . The rest I either determined from eclipses
of Jupiter ’s satellites and eclipses of the Moon , or, where this could
not be done, retained them as they are given in the ConnoiJJance
des Temps.
SCHOUUM

II.

In the fame catalogue are inferted the latitudes of the places , con*
cerning the use of which , as well known , it is superfluous to add
any thing . The latitude of Gottingen , as given in the catalogue , is
that of the obfervatory ofthis cityj the latitude of Nurembergis adjusted to HofFman ’s houfe , famous for the shop of geographical
maps .

I deduced both , but particularly that of Gottingen , from

my own obfervations . Concerning
Soc . Reg . Gotting . tora . I. p . 373.

that of Nuremberg , fee Cora.

* 9E
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USE

AND
EXPLANATION
OF THE
TABLES
OF THE MOTION
OF THE SUN.
From p. v. to xxxii.
PROBLEM

III.

To find the true Iongitude of the Sun at any asiigned
time
by the meridian of the Greenwich observatory.
i .TT ' Rom the table of epoches , p. vi *—xii . take
out the epoches
Jl of the mean Iongitude of the Sun
, the apogee
, and the num¬
bers I , II , III , IV , for the given year ; or, if that
is not there , to
the nearelt year that is fet down preceding the given
year ; underneath which place the mean motions anfwering to
the number of
years elapsed linee the epoch to the given time from p . v.
2. Under thefe wri »e down in order the mean
motions for the day
of the month from p . xm —xvm . and for the hours,
minutes , and
seconds from p. xix.
z . Add up the numbers of the feveral columns ,
rejecting 12S.
or any multiple thereof , if they fhould occur ,
from the two firft
columns , and rejecting thoufands from nura , I, II , III ,
IV , if they
arife. And thus the mean Iongitude of the Sun will
be *obtained to
the affigned time in the first column , the
Iongitude öf the Sun’s
apogee in the fecond column , and in the others the
numbers proper
for finding the corrections arifing from the actions
of the Moon,
Jupiter , and Venus.
C c
4 . Sub-

l
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4 . Substract the longitude of the apogee fr®m the mean longitudo
of the Sun, the remainder is the mean anomaly of the Sun.
5. With this anomaly enter the tadle of the equation of the Sun’s
center , p. xx —xxt . and take out the equation of the Sun’s center
with its proper sign, and place it under the .Sun’s mean longitude.
6. With the numbers I, II , III , IV , enter the tables , p . xxn.
and having found the hundreds at the top or bottom , and the tens
on the side, take out the corrections or lesser equations , each with
their proper number respectively, without neglecting the proportional
part , and let these also be wrote under the Sun’s mean longitude.
7 . Apply these equations according to their tities or signs to the
mean longitude ; the resuit is the true longitude «f the Sun required.
Examplb.

If the Sun’s true longitude be required to the year 1756 , Äpril '30,,
rz ^>. 17'. 14'', mean time at Greenwich ; the calculätion performed
according to the foregoing precepts will be as follows :
Mean long. G •4Long ©’s apogv
Epocli cf year 1756
Mean Mot. April zolk

rzd
17'
H"

» ° 1 i> *
0.10.32.18,8
3.28. 16.39,7 ‘
56.49,5
4!»9
0,6

s 0 / n
z. 8.44.10
22

1. 9.47.21,5

3. 8.44.32

Fromp. xx. equat. of cent. +
Ftom p xxii . equat. 2) I. 4 Vll.
9III. föiv. True loiig. of tbe Sun.

N . L N. II. N .III. NJV,
973 262
64 301
2
32

O

544
18
0

69 565

813

562

**37-54»o Meanan.io . 1. 2.49
Z,4
1,3
0,9
6,8

I. UJJ . 9,9
Schouum

[ io3]
SCHOLIÜM

I.

thus found is computed from the true vernal equiThelöngitude
noctial point , becausc of the equation of the equinoxes being applied , which was taken out with number IV . But , in Computing the
planet ’s and the moon ’s- place , it is better to make use of the Sun’s longitude as computed from the mean equinox , till their geocentric lon¬
gitude is found y in which case therefore that equation taken out with
number IV . should not be applied till tben . Thus , in our example,
the Sun’s longitude reckcned . from the mean equinox would be.

i ?, li *. 25'. i6 ;/ ,7.
S' CHOL 1 UM II

.‘

When I was constructing thefe solar tables, I had in my view the
tables ofthat learned astronomer Lewis de la Caille (who merits much
commendation on this .fubject) publislied in the year 1758 , and fent t
me as a prefent from him . Upon examining them I found that they .,
very nearly agreed with the many and careful obfervations made by /
myfelf from the year 1776 forward with - n excellent mural qua¬
drant . Wherefore it did not feem necessary for me to construct solar.
tables intirely new, but only (availing . myfelf of the labours of this >
illustrious astronomer ) to correct his. tables as far as my obfervations ,
feemed to require . Accofdingly I found the excentricity of the ;
Sun’s orbit , and confequently the equation of the center, to require
no sensible correction . But, as to the epoches of the mean motion,
particularly those of the Sun’s longitude , I could not make them >
agree with my obfervations» till J had diminifhed the faid epoch by /
near feven seconds, Moreover a place of the . apogee . fomewhat .
different from his feemed to agree better .at least with my obfer¬
vations, which why I should confide lefs in .than thofe of others did
not appear, Lastly, I had loog before deduced from the theory of .*
gravity -.

[
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gravity the disturbances of the apparent motion of the Sun caused by
the Moon , Jupiter , and Venus , and found them such as are here
reprefented, p . xvi . of my tables, besides some other smaller ones,
which , as being extremely difficult to observe, I thought might be conveniently neglected in calculation . As to the form of the arguments
of thefe small corrections , or numbers I, II , III , and IV , I have rendered it more simple by supposing the circle to be divided into
iooo parts.
SCHOLIUM

III.

I must not pafs over without mentioning in this place , that all the
mean motions both of the Sun and Moon in thefe tables of mine fuppose the annual motion of the fixed stars or of the precession of the
equinoxes to be exactly 50",3 , and to depend thereon so much,
that , if it lhould appear proper to slate the motion of precession
flower or quicker , the mean motions of the Sun must be all made
siower or quicker by the fame quanti ty : and therefore you cannot,
without fubverting the whole fabric of the tables, increafe or diminissi
one of thefe motions and at the fame time leave the rest unaltered.
Thus , for instance, if the mean motion of the Sun , which I make
in 60 Julian years to be o3. o°. 27'. 4p ",8 over and above the intire
revolutions , fhould feem proper to be corrected so as to agree with
the tables of the learned De la Caille , in which that motion is found
lefs by 16",4 , this cannot be done except the precession of the equi¬
noxes in 60 years, instead of jo '. 18" as it is in the tables, be
reckoned lefs by the fame quantity or only 50'. i ",6 j and so much
ought the Moon ’s motion also to be corrected . To explain the mat¬
ter briefly, I would have it obferved , that the mean motions of the
Sun and Moon with refpect to the fixed stars are laid down truly in
thele tables, so that there fcarce remains a doubt of a few feconds
in 60 years j but whether they are also laid down justly with refpect

7 to

C I05]
to the equinoctial points must bejudged of from the motion oftheir
the
preceffion , which being 50'. 18" in 60 years, according to
the
opinion of most modern astronomers , the affirmative of
question cannot be doubted.
SCHOHÜM

IV.

on
Whenever therefore any phenomenon is concerned depending
inthe relative situation of a fixed star and the Sun and Moon ; as for
stance , the occultation of a fixed star, the motion of precesiion
place
assumed in thefe tables must be made use of in Computing the
moof the star. For this purpofe that motion is added to the mean
be
tions of the Sun, p . v. and xm —xvm . that the calculator may not
lest in any uncertainty , nor have any occasion to feek for it elfewhere,
or löse any time in Computing it.
ScHOLIUM

V.

is
To the fame tables of the mean motions of the Sun, p. v. there
, ac¬
also added the motion of decreafe of the obliquity of the ecliptic
cording to the quantity deduced from the theory of gravity . Hence
, prothe mean obliquity of the ecliptic is easily found to any time
vided it be known for any one year . Now , from my obfervations
both
made with great care with an excellent mural quadrant , at
solstices, in the years 1756, 57 , and 58, I find the mean obliquity
16",
of the ecliptic to the beginning of the year 1756 tobe 0,3®. 28'.
which therefore fhould be made use of in the prefent case.

D d

PROBLEM

[
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PROBLEM

IV.

To find the mean and true obliquity os the ecliptic
to
any affigned time.
1. From the column that lies farthest to the
right hand , p. v. take
out the decrease of the obliquity of the ecliptic ,
anfwering to the
number of years intervening between the given time
and the year
1756 ; which add to 230. 28'. 16", if the
given time precedes
1756 , but fubstract , if it follows the fame, and
the mean obliquity
of the ecliptic will be obtained to the beginning
of the year ; which
is eafily reducedto the elapfed time
of the given year, by fubstracting
one tenth of a second for every three months.
2 . By

means

of

the

tables

of

epoches

and

mean

motions , p . v
—xvni . findnuna . lV . with which take out
the equation from the
table intitled Nutation , p. xxv. and apply it
according to its sign to
the mean obliquity just found, and you will have
the true or apparent
obliquity.

E X A M P L E.
What was the true obliquity of the ecliptic in the
beginning of
September 1671.
Becaufe from this year to the year i7f6 thereare
elapfed -1
85 years, the decrease of the obliquity will be
found > 36", 8,
from p. v. for 80 years
.
.
.)
For 5 years
»
.
2,3
And confequently for 85 years

.

.

.

i

zp,i
Which

[ I07]
Which added to 230. 28'. 16",o gives the mean obliquity of the
ecliptic 230. 28 '. 55",1 , and in the month of September 23 °. 28 '.

i +%8.

Now num . IV . tothe epoch 1660 by p . vii . is
.
.
.
The motionfor 11 years byp . v. . .
For thebeginningof Sept. p. xvii . . .
Therefore num . IV. to the given time , rejecting 1000, is

.

386
591
36
13

To which the corresponding correction or nutation by p . v. is
4- 9" ,6 , which , being added to the mean obliquity 23°. 28'. 54 ",8 y
gives the true obliquity 23°. 29'. 4^,4.
SCHOLIUM

I.

But if the mean obliquity is to be found from the true, ; it is evident
that the nutation must be applied with a contrary sign.
Scholium

II.

The maximum of nutation 9",6, according to which this table is
constructed, exceeds a little that which is commonly assumed, the
the laws of attraction requiring such increafe, and the observations at
the fame time favouring it.

PROBLEM

V.

To find the logarithm of the Sun’s distance from the
earth at any asiigned time.
1. If the mean anomaly of the Sun, with the numbers I , II , III,
are not already known from a calculation of the Sun’s longitude , they
must be found by prob . III . 1. 2. 3. 4.
2 . Willi

[
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2. With tlie mean anomaly take out the logarithm of the distance
in the elliptic hypothesis from p. xxm — xxiv.
3. To this apply the corrections taken with the numbers I , II , III,
out of their respective tables, p . xxv . the resuit is the true logarithm
of the distance.
E x A M P L E.
In the example of prob . III . the tnean anomaly ofj
the Sun was io s. i °. 21. 49 ", wherefore thejuncorrected logarithm from p. xxv . is . . .j
-+Num . I . 69. gives from p. xxv .
—
;
Num . II . 565-.
—
Num . III . 813 .
Therefore the logarithm of the true distance

0. 003836
ii

8
5
o. 003838

ScHOLIUM.

These logarithms are adapted to a mean distance = 1, wherefore,
to prevent the logarithms of numbers lefs than unity from coming out
negative , their index is suppofed to be increased by ten , which there¬
fore must be again rejected, when the case requires it.

PROBLEM

VI.

To find the apparent semidiameter , and also the hovrly
motion os the sun, to any assigned time.
Both arereadily had from p. xxvi . xxvn . if the mean anomaly of the
Sun to the given time be known or first found by prob . III.
Example.

[
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E XAMPLE.
In the exampleof .prob . III. the mean anomaly ofthe s <t , „
.10 . 1,2 . 49
.
*
.
Sun was
Wherefore the apparent semidiameter of the Sun,
15 . 54,5
.
.
.
p . xxvi . is .
2 . 25,2
.
I
.
And his true hourly motion
SCHOLIUM.

The semidiameter of the Sun, as here given , is suited to thesupy
position of the semidiameter at the mean distance being 16 '. 2",8
made
which quantity I have inferred srom above 130 observations
this
for
with the murat quadrant , which did not seem ill - adapted
purpose.

VII.

PROBLEM

The longitude os the Sun 01* any point of the ecliptic,
and the obliquity of the ecliptic being given, to find
the correfponding right ascenfion.
1. With the given longitude look for the reduction and its mutatioa
or change in tab . p. xxvm , xxix.
2. Say, as 60" : is to this mutation : : so is the difference between
23 0. 28k 15" ,o and the given obliquity , to a fourth number,
which added to the reduction just: found , if the given obliquity be
reater thau 23° . 28h 1F">o, or fubstracted from if, if the obliquity
bß e greater , will give the reduction corfected.
ja
E e

3 . There-

[
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3. Therefore apply this according to its sign to the longitude, and
you will have the right ascension required.
E x a m p L E.
Let the longitude of the Sun be given is. n °. 25'. 10 ^,3 , and the
obliquity 230. 28hy ",o, the right ascension is required .
(
With the given longitude the reduction is so und from 7
ö
0r
. — 2 .26 . 10,0
p. xxvin .
.
.
.
And its mutation
.
.
12,7
Since therefore the given obliquity differs 8" from 230. 28'. 15'',o,
fay, as 60" is:
to iv \ y so: :
is 8/ 'o : to a fourth number , 1^,7,
which , being substracted , leaves the true reduction — os.2°.a6 ,.i7 /',3
And therefore the right ascension required . . . i . 8 .38 .33 ,0

0r Z8* •

PROBLEM

.58 . 53 ,o

VIII.

The right ascension os the Sun or a point of the ecliptic,
and the obliquity os the ecliptic being given, to find
the corresponding longitude.
1. With the right ascension increased by three signs, sind the
proper reduction in the very fame manner as in the preceding prob¬
iern, for the given obliquity of the ecliptic, and from the fame table,
p , XXVIII, XXIX.
2. Apply this according to its sign to the given right ascension, and
the required longitude will be found.

Exampl

e.

]

[

E X A M P L E.
If the given obliquity be 230. 28b y",o, and the right asccnliou
38°. 58'. 53 // ,o , or 1°. 8°. 58'. 53^ 0, adding three signs to this we
sliall have 4A 8°. 58'. 53",o , and therefore by p. xxix . the reduction
4- 20. 26 ' .

with

the

mutation

12 " ,9 .

Then

say , as 6 o ° : is

to I2 ' ,p : : so is the difference of the obliquities , 8" : to a fourth
number , i ">y, which , substracted from + 2°. 26'. ip " ,i, leaves the
true reduction + a*- 26'. 17'',43 hence the longitude required is
i s. 11°. zf. 10 ",4.

PROBLEM

IX.

The obliquity of the ecliptic , and the longitude of the
t>un or a point of the ecliptic being given , to find the
correfponding declination.
1. With the given longitude find the declination vvith its mutation
or change from p . xxx , xxxi.
2. Say, as 60" : is to this mutation : : fo is the difference between
230. 28b 15",o and the given obliquity : to a fourth number , which
added to or substracted from the declination just found , according as
the given obliquity is greater orlefs than 230. 28'. 13^,0 , will give the
declination required ; which will be north if marked in the table
with the sign + >but fouth if distinguistred with the sign —.
E x A M P L E.
Let the longitude be i s. n °. 25/. ic/,3 , and the obliquity
23°. 28h 7",o , by p . xxx . the declinationis -p 130. 16' . 38 ",o,
370,7 : : fo is 8/o : to
:
and the mutation 37",7 . And as 6 o' isto
given obliquity is lefs
the
a fourth number, y'',o 3 which , becaufe
than

[ 112 ]
than 230. 28'. 15",o, must be substracted from iy .. idk 38'ko ;
Hence the true decclination is 15*. 16/. 33",o + , or north.

PROBLEM

X.

The obliquity of the ecliptic and declination of the Sun
being given , to find his longitude.
1. Enter the table, p. xxx , xxxi . with the given declination , and
take out the Mutation answering to it.

2 . With this Mutation and the difference of the obliquities find,
as in the preceding problems , a fourth number , which fubstradt
from the given declination , if the given obliquity be greater than
230. 28'. 1T >o, or add, ifitbeless ; the resuit will be the declina¬
tion, such as it would be if the obliquity was 230. 28h 15".
3. With this declination enter the fame table again, and by rnaking
proportion find the longitude.
E x a m p L E.
On thefirst day of May 1756 ) the Sun’s declination was obscrved
150. 16'. 34",2 north , and the obliquity of the ecliptic was 23".
28'. 7",o , the longitude of the Sun is required.
Linee this declination has the mutation 37",7 ascribed to it in the
table ; fay, as 60 " : is to 37 ^,7 : : fo is 87' : to a fourth number , y",o;
therefore the declination wrould be -f- 13k 1 6k 39",2 , if the obliquity
was as great as itis suppofed in the table ; wdierefore from the fame
table the longitude of the Sun will be found either i S. n °. 25k 11 ", ^..
or 4s. 18°. 34k 48 ^,6 ; but sinee in the month of May the Sun is in.
the afcending ligns, the firfl only in this case is the true one.

PROBLEM

/r

[
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PROBLEM

XI.

The obliquity of the ecliptic , and the longitude or right
ascension of any point os the ecliptic being given, to
find the angle between the ecliptic and the parallel to
the equator pafiing thro’ that point.
1. If it be the longitude which is given, first: find the right ascension by probiern VII.
2. With the right ascension so found , or given, and increased
by three signs, find the declination by probiern IX . which , only
with the change of its name , will represcnt the angle between the
ecliptic and parallel . And according as the sign is 4 - or —, the
ecliptic will ascend above, or descend below the parallel.
E X A M P L E.
Let the given right ascension be 38°. 58'. 5z ",o , which , increased
by three signs, becomes 4?. 8°. 48 ^. § z",o . Hence by probiern IX.
for the obliquity 23 °.28 ,.7'',o there will be found from p. xxxi . i 80.2'.
1",4 + , wherefore so much the ecliptic is inclined to the parallel , and
ascends above it , or towards the north.

Ff

PROBLEM

[ 11+ ]
PROBLEM

XII.

The Sun’s distance srom the zcnith being given to sind
his parallax in a vertical circle.
This , which is also called the parallax in altitude , is easiiy
sound
from its proper table , p. xxxn , and is useful either for
converting
the observed distance from the zenith into the true , or the
contrary.
In the first case it is to be substracted from , and in the latter
added to
the distance from the zenith.
ScHOLIUM.

In canstructing this table , I have suppostd the horizontal
parallax
of the Sun to io ^,Z *, as inferred by the learned De
la Caille from
from his obfervations made at the Cape of Good Hope , and
communicated to me by himfelf by letter . In strictnefs the horizontal
pa¬
rallax sbould be made variable according to the variable
distance of
the Sun from the earth ; butsince the whole difference lcarce
amounts
to the fixth part of a fecond, it does not seem worth while
regarding
such niceties.

* Sinee the horizontal parallax of the Sun at the mean
distance comes out 8",83,
Kvrthout the probability of an error of half a fecond, from the
fecond internal contact of
Venus with the Sun’s limb, as observed on June 6th 1761, on
theone band , by the
Engliih astronomers fent out by the Royal Society to the Cape of
Good Hope , and on
|he other band by the astronomers at London and
Greenwich ; it seemed better to
substitute a new table adapted to this quantity of the parallax.
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PROBLEM

XIII.

The apparent distance of a celestial object frorn the zonith , and the temperature of the air fhewn by the ba¬
roni eter and thermometer being given, to find the refraction.

ITisnot

business

treat
largely
of
the
nature of
the astronomical refractions , or toto explain
the whole theory of
them . But so much it feems proper to premife, that the refractions
greatly depend on the vici/litudes of the atmofphere , and on its heat
and elasticity ; and therefore it is necesiary for observers, at the
fame
time that they obferve the altitude or zenith distance of a star, to take
notice also of the state of the atmofphere as fhewn by the barometer
and thermometer , and write it down in their journal . For stncp
the
modern practical astronomy is brought to this pitch, as to be almost
wholly employed in fearching out little niceties, and correcting fmall
errors, formerly overlooked , so neither is it proper to difregard
thofe which may affect observations from the variablenefs of the re¬
fractions . My table, which serves for Computing the true refrac¬
tions to any temperature of the air, in any part of the earth , requires
the

of

this

place

3

rhs
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thc height of the barometer to be noted to twelfths os an inch or
lines of the Paris foot , and the height of the thermometer according
to Reaumur ’s scale ; so that if the observer sliould make use of a
different measure , it must be first reduced to this before the refraction
is computed *
The first columnof the table of refraction , p . xxxix . contains the
refraction anfwering to every degree of zenith -distance , for that state
of the air, in which the height of the mercury in the barometer is
28 inch . olin . and that of Reaumur ’s thermometer 10 degreesabove
the freezing point . The second and third columns shew the variations of the refraction , the former for 10 lines of the barometer , and
the latter for as many degrees of the thermometer ; whence the pro¬
portional part is easily had for any other number of lines or degrees.
Now the refraction is greater than the tabular one, and therefore the
proportional part is to be added if the barometer is higher than
28 inches ; the refraction is also greater if the thermometer is lower
than 10 + j but in the opposite cases the refraction is lefs than the
tabular one. But the use of the table will better appear bv an example than by any further explanation.
E x a m p L E.
Let the obferved zenith -distance be 70°. 20'. 5", the hteight of the
barometer being 27 inc. 5 1. and that of the thermometer 4 degrees
above the freezing point ; the refraction is required.
By the table , p. xxxii. the refraction anfwering to the
zenith - distance 70 °. 20'. 5" is.

And the Variation hereof, for 10 lines of the barometer
for iodeg . of the thermometer
* A

note

is added , at the bottom

of the

table , stiewing

its

relatio

«aeasure os length , and to the scale of Fahrenheit ’s thermometer,

» to the

4, 8
7, 4
Englilh

But

L

]

”7

Eut as the given height of the barometer wants 7 liies of 28 inc. ol.
fay, as 10 1. isto 4^,8 , so is 7 1. to a fourth number , 3 /y ,43 further,
iince 4 degrees of the thermometer differ 6 degrees from 10 degrees,
fay, as 10 is to 7",4, fo is 6 to a fourth number , 4^,4 . Hence the
true refraction will be 2'. 35)^ 2 — 3^,4 +- 4",4 , or 2' . 40 ",2 ; the first
eorrcction being fubstracted on account of the given height of the
barometer being lefs, and the fecond correction additive, becaufe the
thermometer was lower than the tabular ones.
SCHOLIUM

I.

The refractions increafe so irregulary in distances from the zenitlr
above 80 degrees, that the ufe of proportional parts does not afford
sufficient exactnefs . Wherefore in this case it is better to compute the
refraction directly from the fame algebraic formula , on which the
table was constructed . The formula is this :
Refr.

/ ')*)
, ( i6| cos ■

'Pn,71b sin./ 1r
(1

) ! It //
0,0046/ )!
+ -0,0046/

V1

' i

1- 1 - 0,0046/7

i6j-

cos. </l

( 1 + 0,0046/,

VJ
^.

In which the apparent zenith -distance is put —
The height of the barmeter expressed in Paris inches = b,
Thedegree of Reaumurs thermometer above freezing — f,
So that the degrees below freezing are negative.
But the calculation may be raost conveniently made from the.
formula , thus : find an angle &> whofe tangent is
71 b sin . <stang - f <»
. ( 1 + 0,0046/ )! and the refraction will be — 70+
)| .
j —0,0046/
( 1—

16! cos. J'

Example,.

On the Fth day of July 1756, the zenith - distance of a ir was ob-

ferved at Gottingen 88°. 7'. 34",o , the barometer standing at 27 inc..
81. and.the thermometer at + - i r ; the refraction is rec^u^ ^6 g

Becaufe

E
Because, puttingf

ha

ve

]

= i2, i ( + 0,0046/ )p s= v/ ( h ° 5)*2) we shall

Log . s/ 1,0752
(
) = o 01167
Compl . ar . log. 16 '- = 8.7825a
Compl . ar. log . cos. 4 — 1.485-46
Therefore the tang . = 0.27965
And hence =
I
.
6a °.i f .i 6r
and -l w=
.
.
.
.
. 31 . 8 . 43
Moreover the log. tang . i w .
. — 9.78126
log. 70'',71 . . . = 1.84948
log. b or log. 27.7 . . — 1. 44196
log. sine S1—. . . .
9 .99977
•Compl . ar. log. (1 .0552 ) * . . = 9.96499
Whence log. resr.
.
.
. = 3. 03746
And the refraction sought = 1090 '', r or =
.
. . iS '.to ",i
But that the refraction muff be added to the apparent zenithdistance in order to obtain the true zenith - distance is a thing well
known to astronomers, and scarce needs my mention of it.
Scholium

II.

The general formula of refraction , from which cur table was Com¬
puter!, is deduced from theory , and may be efreemed as
approaching
very near the truth . The coefficient ; ^ 00'46y on
which depends
that part of the Variation of refraction to be found with the degree
of
thether mometer , exprdfes the density of the air produced by the
heat of t degrees of Reaumur ’s thermometer , supposing the
density
anfwering to the freezing point or O of the thermometer to be m 1.
This relation being aflumed between the density of the air and
the
degrees of beat, which I have found to be just from undoubted and
accurate phyfical experiments , the variations of the astronomical refractions

[
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]

actions will come out a little greater than by the table of the Iearncd
De la Caille, annexed to his Solar tabies ; as on the other hand the re¬

fi

fraction itselfis fensiblylcfs in tny table.
Scholium

III

,

being the Editors.

In a note at the bottom of p. xxxii . we have referred the table of
astronomical refractions to the height of the barometer exprested in
Englifh meafure, and to the icale of Fahrenheit ’s thermometer , to
the following effect : “ This table also anfwers to the height of the
" barometer 29,6 inches , Englifh meafure , and to 50 ° of Fahren" heit’s thermometer ; or to the height of the barometer 30 Englifh
" inches , and 550 of Fahrenheit ’s thermometer . And the column
“ of Variation of refraction for 10 lines of the barometer , Paria
“ meafure, anfwers to a difFerence of 9- ioths of an inch , Englist
“ meafure , -from the given height 29,6 or 30,00 inches ; and the
“ column of Variation of refraction of io ° of Reaumur ’s thermometer
“ anfwers to a difierence of 20° of Fahrenheit ’s thermometer from
" the given degree 50 or 550.” But the author , in the j st scholium
of this probiern, p. 117. baving observed, that it is not fafe to use pro¬
portional parts in zenith -distances exceeding 80 degrees, and having
therefore delivered the algebraic formula of refraction upon which
the table was constructed, and directed the refraction to be thence
deduced by direct calculation in that case ; it may be ufeful to reduce
the formula also to the Englifh meafure of length , and the scale of
Fahrenheit ’s thermometer . Therefore,
Let the apparent zenith-distance be put — £
The height of the barometer exprested in Englifh inches — ß
And the height of Fahrenheit ’s thermometer
0
And fubflituting the values of b = , 9383 /Z, and / — 6 — 32
so the formula , p. 1:7. we stall have
^ '
Resr.

[
K(

74+ 4083 sin. -5
(1 + 0,0024839 )!
s,
74+ 4083 sin. J' P

Refr . =

r\

_± _ F

( 1+

120

]

, ( 17,143 cos.s) 1
17,143 cos. -s
14- 0,002483 9714 ( - 0,0024839)
cos. S(17,143 cos. Z)1 17,143
__ö_

_9

60000

1+ 6

,1
>']

400
400 60000
400 60000/
The computation may be very conveniently made from this formula
(in a similar manner to v/hat Mayer has lliewn with respect to the
other formula ) as follows : find an angle « whose tangent is

-C

0

0

74+ 408 3 sin. -/! tang . \ to

§
.■

^_

and the refraction is= /
^

17,143 cos. -i'

402

\ 4-

60000

E X A M P L E.
On the 5th day of July 1756 , the barometer stand ing at 25*,485 .;
Englifh inches , and Fahrenheit ’s thermometer at 56 degrees, the zenith -distance of * ni was observed at Gottingen , 88°. 7'. 34",o ; the
refraction is required.
,
9 N|
0
6 being = 56

(

1+

-

400 60000/

) = ( i + - ,i4

’,oco93)2—^/ ( 1,13907) and

Log . v/i >i39o7 — 0 .02827Compl . ar. log. 77,143 — 8.76592
.48546
Compl . ar. log. cos. £ 1=
Therefore tang. « = 10.27965
°. ly 1. 26"
=
.
162
•
And hence 41
—31 . 8 . 43
.
.
.
.
and \ w
.
.
Moreover log . tang . f a 9,78126
. . . 1 .87162
.
log . 74^,408
log . ß or log. 29,485 . . 1.46960
9 -99977
log . sin. S'
- 9.91519
Compl . ar . log . (1 .13907 )4 *
. = 3.03744
.
Whence log. refr . .
And the refraction scught = 1090",o or — 18 ’. io + s
USE
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From p. xxxv. to c.

PROBLEM

XIV.

To find the true longitude of the Moon at any affigncd
time by the meridian of the Greenwich obfervatory.
i . "g "p I N D the true longitude of the Sun, correfponding to the
time , by probi . III . reckoned from the mean equiJl assigned
nox , by omitting the equation of the equinoxes or the last of the
four ftnall equations.
2. From the table of epoches, p. xxxvi — xi .n . take out the
mean longitude6 of the Moon , her apogee, and afcending node , for
the given year ; or, if that is not there , to the nearest year that is stt
down preceding the given year ; underneath which place the mean
motions anfwering to the nnmber of years elapfed linee the epoch
to the given time , from the table , p. xxxv . and the mean motions
for the day of the month from table, p . xliii —xlviii . and for the
hours , minutes , and feconds from p. xlix . And moreover to the
column of the mean longitude of the Moon prefix the acceleration
of her mean motion from the table , p. l.
3. Add up the numbers in the column of the mean longitude of the
Moon , and also those in the column of her apogee , rejecting 12 S.
er any multiple of the fame, if they stiQuld occur ; but from the
epoch
~ ~
H h

[
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epochos the node taken out of the tables substract the sum es all the
numbers placed beneath it , rejecting and borrowing 12 S. or mul¬
tiples thereof , if they stiould arise, or as the case nvay require ; and
thus the rnean longitude of the Moon will be obtained in the first
colurnn , the mean longitude of her apogee in the fecond colurnn,
and the mean longitude of the afeending node in the third colurnn.
4 . Substract; the mean longitude of the Moon ’s apogee front the
mean longitude of the Moon , the remainder is the mean anomaly of
the moon . And if you substract the true longitude of the Sun front
the mean longitude of the Moon , the remainder is the mean üistance
of the Moon front the Sun. And hence the arguments of the ten first
equations of the Moon ’s longitude may be readiiy found , as follows.
The mean anomaly of the Sun is the first argument . To double the
mean distance of the Moon front the Sun add and substract the first
argument , and the fecond and third arguments will be found . To
double the mean distance of the Moon front the Sun add and substract
the mean anomaly of the Moon , and the fourth and fifth arguments
will be known . To the fifth argument add and substract the first argu¬
ment , and the sixth and seventh arguments will be obtained . Sub¬
stract the first argument front the mean anomaly of the Moon , the
remainder is the eighth argument . Substract the true longitude of the
Sun front the mean longitude of the node, and there remains the
ninth argument . Substract the true longitude of the Sun front the
mean longitude of the Moon ’s apogee, and the tenth argument will be
found.
With the ten arguments thus found , take the ten first equations out
of the tables , p. liii —lix , with their proper signs ; and take the
ium of all those which are affirmative , and also the sum of those
which are negative ; the difference of the sums , with the sign of the
greater , is the sum of the ten equations , properly so called,
5 . Entet

[
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5- Enter the tables, p. li , lii. with the mean anomaly osthe Sun,
the argument , and take out the equations of the ascending noJc
and mean anomaly of the Moon ; and correct the mcan anomaly of
the Moon both for the Sum of the ten equations and for its own
proper equation just found , and the correct anomaly of the Moon will
be had , or the eleventh argument ; with which entering the table,
p. lx , lxi. take out the eleventh equation or that of the center.
Now correct the mean longitude of the Moon , both for the Sum of
the ten equations and also for the eleventh equation , and the Moon ’s
equated longitude will be found.
6. Substract the true longitude of the Sun from the Moon’s equated
longitude , the remainder is the twelfth argument ; with which take
out the i2th equation or that of Variation from the table, p . lxii,
as

ixiii.

which applied , according to the nature of its sign, to the

Moon ’s equated longitude , gives the Moon ’s longitude further corrected.

7. Correct the mean longitude of the Moon’s ascending node

by

ita

equation found in the fifth precept , and the equated longitude of the
node will be obtained ; which substracted from the Moon ’s longitude
last corrected gives the equated distance of the Moon from the node.
Double this , and substract the correct anomaly of the Moon c-r arg.
XI . from it , the remainder is arg . XIII ; with which take out the
thirteenth equation , p. lxiv . and apply it, according to its sign, to
the Moon ’s place last- corrected , and the longitude of the Moon in her
orbit will be found.
8. Substract the correct longitude of the node from the true longi¬
tude of the Moon in her orbit , and there will remain the fourteenth
argument ; with which take out the fourteenth equation or that ot
reduction from p. lxiv,
9t

La % j
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9 . Lasily , with the mean longitude os the node, as the argument,
take out the last correction , or that of the equinoxes , from p . lxiv.
Apply both the reduction and equation of the equinoxes , according
to their signs, to the Moon ’s longitude in her orbit ; and the true lon¬
gitude of the Moon , with respect to the ecliptic, will be found.

PROBLEM

XV.

To find the true latitude of the Moon.
1. Substract the corrected longitude of the node from the longi¬
tude of the Moon in her orbit , the remainder is the first argument of
latitude , and is the fame with the fourteenth argument of longitude,
found in the preceding probiern.
2 . Substract the true longitude of the Sun from the longitude of
the Moon in her orbit , and double the remainder ; from which sub¬
stract the first argument of latitude , and there will remain the second
argument of latitude.
3. Substract the mean anomaly of the Sun from the first argu¬
ment of latitude , and there will arise the third argument of lati¬
tude.
4 . Substract the mean anomaly of the Moon from the first argu¬
ment of latitude , and the remainder is the fourth argument of lati¬
tude.
5 . Substract the mean anomaly of the Moon from the fourth argu¬
ment of latitudo , and there will remain the fifth argument of lati¬
tude.
6 . Substract the mean anomaly of the Moon from the fifth argu¬
ment of latitude , and the sixth argument of latitude will arise.
7 . and 8.

[
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7 . and 8. To the second argument of latitude add and substract
tlie mean anomaly of the Sun, and the seventh and eighth arguments
of latitude will be found.
9 . and io . To the second argument of latitude add and substract
the mean anomaly of the Moon , and the ninth and tenth arguments
of latitude will be had.
11. Substract the mean anomaly of the Moon from the tenth ar¬
gument of latitude , the remainder is the eleventh and last argument of
latitude.
12. With the arguments thus found , take out the eleven equations
of latitude , with their proper signs, from the tables, p. lxv — lxviii,
and take the sum of thofe which are affirmative, and also the sum ofthofe which are negative ; then take the difference of the sums, with
the fign of the greater , which will be the true latitude of the Moon;
and will be north , if marked with the affirmative sign + ; but south»,
if marked with the negative fign — .
See the example of calculating the Moon ’s longitude and latitude
by Probi . XIV . and XV . annexed at the end of Probi . XV . in the .;
Latin precepts , p. 71.
The foregoing precepts and example of calculation are made conformable to the tities prefixed to the feveral tables, and to the form >.
of the example of calculation , p. 39 . deduced by the author himself from the former manuscript tables ; but it fhould be obferved , that, .
on account of the difference between the prefent tables and thofe , the
example of calculation here given, tho ' it apprcaehes near to , yet
does not perfectly agree with Mayer 's example . So far therefore
Ihave only endeavoured faithfully to reprefent the author ’s meaning,,
as I collected it from his own works . But it will be more convenient in practice to derive some of the arguments in a method somewhat
different from that given above, and to carry on the latter part of the

I, i

calculationi
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calculation os the Moon ’s longitude in the following manner . There fore let the precepts of the fourteenth probiern be supposed changed
from the beginning of the fifth , and thence to run as follovvs.
Probi . XIV . Praec. 5. Enter the tables, p. li , lii , with the mean
anomaly of the Sun as the argument , and take out the equations of
the ascending node and mean anomaly ; and correct the mean ano¬
maly of the Moon both for the sum of the ten equations and for its
own proper equation just found , and the correct anomaly of the
Moon will be had or the eleventh argument ; with which entering
the table, p. lx , lxi. take out the eleventh equation or that of the
center.
Prqsc. 6. Take the sum of the ten equations , and the eleventh
equation , paying a proper regard to their signs, and the sum of eleven
equations will be given, which applied (according to its fign) to the
mean distance of the Moon from the Sun gives the twelfth argument ;
with which take out the twelfth equation or that of Variation from
the table, p . lxii , lxiii , which applied to the sum of the eleven
equations (proper regard being paid to the iigns) will give the sum
of twelve equations . Then let the sum of the twelve equations be
applied to the mean longitude of the Moon , and the corrected longi¬
tude of the Moon will be obtained.
Praec. 7. Correct the mean longitude of the Moon ’s ascending
node by its equation found above, at precept §th , and the equated
longitude of the node will be found j which substracted from the
corrected longitude of the Moon , gives the equated distance of the
Moon from the node. Double this , and fubstract the correct anomaly
of the Moon or argument the eleventh , the remainder is argument
the thirteenth , with which take out the thirteenth equation from p,
ixiv.
PfTc . 8. To the equated distance of the Moon from the node
Spply the thirteenth equation , and the fourteenth argument will
arise ;

L I2 7
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arise ; with which take out the fourteenth equation or that of reduc¬
tiori from p. lxiv.
Praec. 9. With the mean longitude of the node as the argument,
take out the last: correction , or that of the equinoxes , from p. lxiv.
Praec. 10. Take the fum of the thirteenth and fourteenth equations,
and the equation of the equinoxes (paying proper regard to their
signs) : this being applied to the Moon ’s corrected longitude will give
the true longitude of the Moon with refpect to the ecliptic.
Xnstead of the färst and fecond precepts of Probi . XV . take the tvvo
following ones.
Praec. 1. The fourteenth argument of longitude is the first argu¬
ment of latitude.
Praec. 2. To thetwelfth argument of longitude apply the fum of the
twelfth and thirteenth equations ; double the resuit, and fubstract the
first argument of latitude ; the remainder is the fecond argument of
latitude.
As to the other arguments of latitude , follow the remaining pre¬
cepts before delivered under Probi . XV.
See the example of calculating the Moon ’s longitude and latitude,
according to this method , among the Latin precepts , p . 74.

PROBLEM

XVI.

To find the equatoreal parallax of the Moon.
With the thirteen first arguments of longitude take out as many
numbers from the tables, p. lxix —lxxv , with their proper ligns;
and from the fum of the affirmative numbers fubstract the fum of
the negative ones ; the remainder is the Moon ’s equatoreal parallax,
or the horizontal parallax of the Moon to a place under the equator.
See

C -28 ]
See the example at the end of Probi . XVI , among the Latin precepts.

PROBLEM

XVII.

From the equatoreal parallax of the Moon being given,
to find the horizontal parallax. of the Moon belonging to any given latitude ;. and to reduce the apparent
latitude of the place to the center of the earth, in the
hypothefis of the earth’s being an oblate fpheroid.
Enter the table, p . lxxv . whose title is, “ Pro invenienda paralu laxi horizontalis ” &e . with the apparent latitude on the fide and
the equatoreal parallax at the top, and making proportion , if necefsary, find the reduction of parallax , which suhstracted from the
equatoreal parallax leaves the horizontal parallax required.
With the apparent latitude of the place given, take also the re¬
duction of the latitude out of the fame table ; which fubsiracted from
the apparent latitude leaves the latitude redueed . N . B. The hori¬
zontal parallax and latitude thus found are what fhould be employed
in Computing the Moon ’s parallaxes in longitude , latitude , right afcenfion and declination, which will now be performed by the common rules founded on the hypothefis of the earth 's being a fphere , for
by means of the table (whose use is here defcribed ) both the bafe of
the parallaxes and .the latitude of the place are referred to the earth ’s
center . .

Ex ample.

[ I29 ]
E X A M P L E.
Let the equatoreal parallax of the Moon be 58 '. 24'',i , and the ap¬
parent latitude of the place 5 1°. 28 '. 40 ", namely that of the Greenwich observatoryj the horizontal parallax and reduced latitude . of the
place are required ?
The reduction of parallax is 9",3, which , fubstracted from the
equatoreal parallax yS' . 24 ", ! , leaves the horizontal parallax 58'.
14 ",8. The reduction of the latitude is 14 . 28 ", vvhich, fubstracted
from 51 0. 28'. 40 ", leaves the latitude reduced 510. 14'. \ z'' ,
If the fame were required for the latitude of 48 °. yost 14" , or
that of the Paris obfervatory , the reduction of parallax is 8^ ,6 , and of
the latitude 14'. 45 ", therefore the horizontal parallax is y8st 15",5
and the latitude reduced 48°. 35'. 29". Hence the paraliaxes of the
exaniple , p. 40 . being computed anew aster the inethod there ufed,
and the Moon ’s longitudo and latitude being tasten from the compuputation , p. lxxi or lxxiv , and the apparent longitude of Aldebaran 2S. y°. yo'. §6!', and his latitude 50. 29h a'Touth , the error of the
tables in longitude will come out — 12,/ by the immersion of ths
star, and — 20/'by the emerfion of the fame.

PROBLEM

XVIII.

To find the horizontal diameter of the Moon.
The nexttable , p. lxxv , requires no explanation , as it fhews the
horizontal diameters of the Moon anfwering to the equatoreal parallaxes ; whence any intermediate numbers may be eafily found by
proportion.
Kk
E X A M P L.E. .

[ r3° ]
E X A M p L E.
Thus , suppose the equatoreal parallax of the Moon tobe s 8'. 24", i»
the horizontal diameter of the Moon will be 31 '. 49 ",7.

PROBLEM

XIX.

To sind the MoonY hourly motion in longitude.
With the fourteen arguments of longitude take out as many numbers from the tables, p. lxxvi — lxxxi , and sind the sum of the
thirteen sirst numbers , namely , by substracting the sum of' the ne¬
gative ones from the sum of the affirmative ones ; and the Moon 's
hourly motion in her orbit will be obtained : and fay, as 32h 56'' is
to the Moon ’s hourly motion in her orbit just found : : so is the
number taken out of the fourteenth table : to the fame number corrected
hourly
Moon
See
cepts.

; which , being applied , according to its sign, to the Moon ’s
motion in her orbit , will give the true hourly motion of the
with respect to the ecliptic.
the example at the end of Probi . XIX . among the Latin pre-

PROBLEM

XX.

To find the Moon’s hourly motion in latitude.
With argument the sirst and second of latitude take out two num¬
bers from the two tables , p. lxxxi i . and take the sum of the two
numbers , and apply the common sign to it, if both have the fame sign ;
or

[ »31 3
or take theil*difference and apply tthe sign of the greater to it , if
they have different signs ; and the Moon ’s mean hourly motion in
latitude will be had . Then lay, as 32k 56 '' is to the hourly motion
of the Moon in her orbit : : so is the mean hourly motion in -latitude : to the true hourly motion in latitude ; which tends to the
north if it be marked with the sign + , but to the south if it be
marked with the sign —. Or the true hourly motion of the Moon in
latitude may be more easily found from the mean hourly motion in la¬
titude , by logistic logarithms , as follows : to the constant logarithm
9-7395 add the logistic logarithms of the hourly motion of the Moon
in her orbit , and the proper fum of the numbers taken out of tab.
ist and 2d , p . lxxxii

; the fum of thefe three logarithms , rejecting

10 from the index , will be the logistic logarithm of the Moon ’s
true hourly motion in latitude.
See the example at the end of Probi . XX . among the Latin pre->
•cepts.

PROBLEM

XXL

The longitude and latitude of the Moon , or any planet,
or zodiacal ftar , being given, to find its right afcenfion and declination, ; provided the given latitude does
not exceed fix degrees.
r. With the given longitude take out the reduction of the ecliptic
to the equator from p. xxvm , xxix (without takingany notice ob the
column of mutation ) and apply it , according to its sign, to the longi¬
tude , and you wilhhave the right afcenlion of the -ecliptic place of
the planet.
2. With
*7
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2. With the given longitudo take also the decllnation srom the tab.
p xxx , xxxi (taking no notice of the column of mutation ) which may
be called the ecliptic declinatloa of the planet ; and will be north , if
marked with the sign + • in the tadle ; bat south, if marked with the
sign —.
3. Enter the tadle , p, lxxxiv — lxxxix . with the sign of the given
longitude at the top or bottom of the page, and the degree of longi»
tude on the lest or right side, and the given latitude at the top or bot¬
tom of the page ; and ( making proportion at the samc time for the
superabundant minutes both cf longitude and latitude ) take out the
number , which being applied , according to the sign of the tadle , to
the ecliptic right afcension of the planet , will give the right afcenfion
of the planet very near the truth.
4 . If the given latitude is of the fame denomination with the eclip¬
tic declination , enter the tadle , p. xc ; or , if of a contrary denomi¬
nation , enter the tadle, p. xci ; with the latitude at top , and ecliptic
declination on the side, and ( making proportion if necessary) take out
a number , which , in both cafes, is to be substracted frotn the given
latitude ; the remainder may be called the latitude diminiihed . Thea
if the tadle, p. xc, was uscd, take the fum of the ecliptic declina¬
tion and latitude diminilhed , and, adding the sign common to both,
the declination of the planet will be bad very near the truth . But
if the tadle, p . xci, was ufed, take the difference of the ecliptic de¬
clination and latitude diminiihed , and annexing to it the sign of the
greater quantity , the declination of the planet will be obtained very
near the truth.
j . The tables, p. xxvm —xxxi , and p. lxxxiv —xci , being conftructed upon the asiumption of 23 ° . 28k 15" for the ooliquity of
the ecliptic, the right afcension and declination of the planet found
fronn thofe tables by the foregoing precepts cannot .be accurately true,
in
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in case the given obliquity of the ecliptic at the time be either greater
or less than 23°. 28'. 15". And therefore in such case corrections
rauft be applied . Enter the table of the correction of right afcension, p. xcii . with the right ascension (already found nearly) on the
side, and the declination at the top or bottom of the table ; and
take out the correction with its proper sign. Likewise enter the
table of the correction of declination , with the right ascension alone,
and take out the correction with its proper sign. And say, as 6o'
is to the difference between the given obliquity of the ecliptic and
23 28k 15" : : so is the correction of right ascension or declination
jusi: found : to a fourth number ; which applied to the right ascen¬
sion or declination already found nearly, with the sign of the tables,
p . xcii , in case the given obliquity of the ecliptic be less than 230.
28 '. 13", or with a contrary sign if the given obliquity be greater
than 23 °. 28'. 15", will give the true right ascension or declina¬
tion.
Exampie.

Let the longitude of the Moon be 2S. 50. 5'. 36", and latitude 40.
36'. y8"Touth , as found by Probi . XIV . and XV . her right ascen¬
sion and declination are required ?
The reduction by tab . p. xxviii , is — i °. yd'. 3i // ,9 , therefore
the ecliptic right ascension is 2S. 3°. g'. 4 ", ! ; to which applying the
correction + 51'. 55",p, found by tab . p. lxxxix (using treble proportion for greater certainty ) the right ascension of the Moon will be
2S. 40. i \ o ;/ ,o very nearly . The ecliptic declination by table , p. xxx,
is"-}- 2 T . 10 '. 34'',5 or north . The quantity to be substracted from
the latitude by the table, p . xci , is 4/. 23",6 , whence the latitude
diminifhed is — 4 0. 32'. 34 ^,4 or fouth j the sum of which , and
the ecliptic declination -f- 21°. io ' . 34",5 or north , is + i6 °. 38 '. 0", 1
L 1or
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or north , the Moon ’s declination very nearly . By Probi . IV. the obliquity of the ecliptic at the given time is 23 . 28'. 24 '', or greater tnan
230. 28b 15" by 9". Hence , by tables, p. xcn , the corre.ction of the
right ascension is i " ,i to be substractcd , and of the declination 8",o
to be added ; therefore the true right ascension of the Moon is
2S. 40. o'. 38",8 , and her true declination 16". 38 '. 8",i north . See
the whole work , with the treble proportions , at the end of Probi.
XXI . amongthe Latin precepts.

PROBLEM

XXII.

To find the Moon ’s true hourly motion in Iongitude from
the tables of Mayer annexed at the end.
With the fourteen arguments of iongitude take out as manynumbers from the tables, p . xcm — xcvin , and find the sum of the
thirteen first numbers , namely , by substracting the sum of the ne¬
gative ones from the sum of the affirmative ones ; and the Moon ’s
hourly Motion in her orbit will be obtained . And say ; as 32'.
56" is to the Moon ’s hourly motion in her orbit just found : : fo is the
number taken out of the fourteenth table, p . xcvin , to the fame
number corrected ; which , being applied, according to its sign, to the
Moon ’s hourly motion in her orbit , will give the true hourly motion
of the Moon with refpect to the ecliptic.
See the example at the end of Probi . XXII . among the Latin pre¬
cepts.

PROBLEM

[
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]
XXIII.

To find tlie Moon’s hourly motion in latitude by the
tables of Mayer annexed at the end.
With argument the first and second of latitude take out two numbers from the two tables , p . xcix z and, if both have the fame sign,
take the sum of the two numbers and apply the common sign to it;
but if they have different signs, take their difference, and apply the
sign of the greater to it. To the logistic logarithm of the number
thus found add the logistic logarithm of the Moon’s hourly motion in
her orbit ; the fum is the logistic logarithm of the true hourly mo¬
tion of the Moon in latitude ; which tends to the north , if the sign
was found above tobe -f ; but to thesouth , if the sign came out — .
See the example at the end of Probi . XXIII . among the Latin precepts.

PROBLEM

XXIV.

The horizontal diameter of the Moon, and her apparent
altitude or apparent distance from the zenith being
given, to find her apparent diameter.
Enter the table, p. c, with the Moon ’s horizontal diameter at the
top of the page, and her apparent altitude on the lest side, or ap¬
parent distance from the zenith on the right side ; and , making proportion if neceffary, take out the augmentation of the diameter ;
which added to the horizontal diameter gives the Moon ’s apparent
diameter.

Ex AMPLE,
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E X A M P L E.
The Moon’s horizontal diameter being 31'. 49 ",y, and her apparent
altitude 56 °. 43', or apparent distance from the zenith 33 0. 17', her
apparent diameter is required ?
The augmentation of the diameter is 27",5 , which , added to 31/.
49 ",/ , gives the apparent diameter 32^. 17", 2.

1^. 6 .

Wherever the

sign( ->—) occurs in

the body of any

table, it

is to be understood that there is a change of thesign from + to
— , or from — to + .

TABUL1

